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Abstract
In a recentstudy,Grasmick
and Bryjakarguethatthefailureof previousperceptualdeterrence
betweenperceivedseresearchers
to find an inverserelationship
verityof punishmentandcriminalinvolvementis due to thefact thattheyused
an invalidmeasureof perceivedseverityand testedan additiveratherthanan
interactivemodelof thedeterrence
process.Using cross-sectional
data, Grasmick
betweentheir"refined"
andBryjakfounda moderateinverserelationship
measure
of perceived
severityand self-reported
pastcriminalconductfor thosewhoalso
perceivedthecertaintyof punishmentto behigh. Thispaperattemptsto replicate
andextendGrasmick
and Bryjak'sresearchusingpaneldata. Witha correcttemporalorderingof variablesand an identicalseveritymeasure,however,wefind
thatperceived
severityhas no deterrenteffecton laterdeviantbehavior.Ourdata
revealthatthe "refined"
measureof Grasmick
and Bryjakconfoundsthe threatof
legalsanctionswith thefearof informalpenalties,and thatthegreatesteffectson
arefromthoseinformalsourcesof socialcontrol.
delinquentinvolvement
In the empiricalliterature on social control and criminalbehavior much
has been written about the deterrenteffect of the threat of legal sanctions.
Although research on the deterrence question was long dormant, an explosion of research occurredafter publicationsby Gibbs (a) and Tittle (a).
After some early work on the punishment properties of statutes and aggregatecrimerates by Antunes and Hunt, Baileyet al., Bean and Cushing,
Chiricos and Waldo, Gray and Martin, Logan, and others,' the central
deterrencepropositionbecame recognized as one relatingperceivedproperties of punishment to involvement in crime. The bulk of this literaturehas
shown that the perceived certaintyof legal punishment does have a mod*Thisresearchwas supportedby grants from the National Instituteof Justice,CrimeControl
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erate deterrent effect (Anderson et al.; Burkettand Jensen; Grasmickand
Appleton; Grasmickand Green; Jensen et al.; Kraut;Meier and Johnson;
Silberman;Teevan,b,c,d;Tittle,b,c;Waldo and Chiricos), although the interpretationof much of that literaturehas recently been questioned (Meier
et al.; Minor and Harry;Paternosteret al.,a,c; Saltzman et al.).
What has been absent from both the aggregate and perceptual literature is any consistent support for another central deterrence proposition, that criminal involvement is inversely related to variations in perceived severity.In a recent study, Grasmickand Bryjakcite twelve studies
in the deterrence literature which have examined the effect of the perceived severity of punishment on self-reportedcriminalinvolvement (Anderson et al.; Bailey and Lott; Cohen; Jensen and Erickson;Kraut;Meier
and Johnson; Minor; Silberman;Teevan,b,c,d; Waldo and Chiricos) and
report that only two (Kraut;Teevan,c) find evidence in support of the
severity hypothesis. The absence in the literature of any deterrent effect
for perceived severity is quite an anomaly since the utilitariancalculator
underlying the deterrencedoctrine was presumed to contemplateboth the
expectation of cost and the magnitudeof that cost. In their own article,
Grasmickand Bryjakoffer two reasons for the failure on the part of previous researchers to find any deterrent effect of the perceived severity of
punishment: (1) researchershave not consistently examined the possibility
that perceived severity functions as an effective deterrent only when the
certainty of punishment is high enough to produce a credible threat (the
interaction hypothesis), and (2) researchershave previously employed an
invalid measure of perceived severity (the measurement hypothesis).
Regardingthe first hypothesis, Grasmickand Bryjakargue that the
interaction hypothesis is more compatible with the theoreticalposition on
deterrence;perceived severity cannot be an effective deterrentif the anticipated pain of the punishment is negated by the uncertainty of its infliction. With regard to the measurement hypothesis, Grasmickand Bryjak
claim that previous measures of perceived severity are invalid because
they do not reflect the individual'sown estimate of the cost of the particular punishment. The operationalizations of perceived severity have not
been at all consistent.2 In spite of variationin their specific content, all of
them have assumed that the subjective cost of each punishment is shared,
for example, that a fine is perceived by all respondents as less punitive
than a short jail or prison term. A more refined measure of perceived
severity, Grasmickand Bryjakargue, is one which does not presume that
a given distribution of punishments would be ordered the same by all
respondents. They instead recommend one which records the respondent's own subjective estimate of the perceived costs of the penalty, that is,
"I would find that punishment very painful" (whatever that penalty may
be) or "I would not find that punishment to be very painful."
In a study employing that refined measure of perceived severity,
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Grasmickand Bryjakreport the strongest inverse correlationfound in the
literaturebetween severity and criminalinvolvement (r = - .27). Indeed,
their study and the ones by Krautand by Teevan(c) are the only published
studies which find a significant inverse relationship between perceived
severity and self-reported criminal involvement.3 Grasmick and Bryjak
also report that the deterrenteffect of severity is contingent on the level of
perceived certainty, with severity having a much stronger effect at the
highest level of certainty (r = -.37) than at the lowest (r = - .06).

The paper by Grasmickand Bryjakis a potentially importantcontribution to the perceptual deterrence literature. Addressing a troubling
anomaly in deterrence research, the absence of an inverse relationship
between perceived severity of punishment and criminalinvolvement, they
have shown that with a more "refined"operationalizationof severity and
a different functional form of the deterrence model severity is an important variable. When other deterrence researchers seem ready to dismiss
the significance of the severity of sanction threats in social control, Grasmick and Bryjak'spaper suggests that such threats may be of greater importance than once thought.
Before accepting Grasmick and Bryjak'sconclusion regarding the
deterrentpower of perceived severity, however, we must be sure that they
have indeed observed the causal influence of severity on criminalinvolvement, and that such an effect results from deterrence. To validate their
claim that the perception of severe punishment affects one's involvement
in criminal activity we must be convinced that: (1) the observed effect
really results from the deterrenteffect of perceived severity and not from
some other property of punishment independent of severity but confounded with its operationalization(a measurement problem), (2) that we
have observed the effect of perceived severity on criminal involvement
and not the effect of criminal involvement on perceptions of severity (a
time order problem), and (3) that the observed effect for perceived severity does not result from an omitted variable related to both the measure of perceived severity and criminalinvolvement (a model specification
problem). All three of these present possible evidential problems for an
unambiguous interpretationof Grasmickand Bryjak'sdata as evidence of
a deterrenteffect for perceived severity.
Evidential Problem:The "Refined"Measure of Perceived Severity
In operationalizingperceived severity, Grasmick and Bryjakasked their
respondents to imagine what penalty they would receive if they were arrested and found guilty in court for each of eight different offenses. The
respondents were then asked to "indicatehow big a problem that punishment would create for your life," with response options, (1) no problem at
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all, (2) hardlyany problem, (3) a little problem, (4) a big problem, and (5) a
very big problem. Although this approach to the measurement of perceived severity seems conceptually clear and elegant, particularlywhen
compared to previous operationalizations,it may in fact only substitute
one form of measurement invalidityfor another.
In responding that the imagined punishment would create a "very
big problem"for them, Grasmickand Bryjak'srespondents may feel that
this is so because, (1) they fear the inherent elements of the punishment
(i.e., the amount of the fine or the loneliness and physical danger of confinement), and/or (2) they fear the effect that such punishment would
have on their careersor family and social relationships. The first fear represents the fear of legal punishment itself while the second reflects what
Gibbs refers to as "stigmatization"(b,84-6). Stigmatizationeffects are the
social and materialcosts attendant to apprehension and punishment and
are conceptually separable from the fear of formal legal punishment per
se. Gibbs, in stating that deterrence should be reserved for the inhibitory
effect that the fear of legal sanctions has on behavior, warns of the confounding that conceptual overinclusiveness brings and urges the analytical separation of deterrent from other preventive effects of punishment.
Similarly,in his discussion of the general preventive effects of punishment, Andenaes lists three independent
sources of social control, (1) moral
inhibitions, (2) fear of censure from one's associates, and (3) the fear of
punishment. If fear of censure from one's associates entails social as well
as professional/occupationalcosts due to punishment, Gibbs (b) and Andenaes are in agreement in distinguishing purely deterrent from other
inhibitoryeffects.
The fear of stigmatization may be not only an independent but a
more important inhibitor of illegal activity than the fear of the expected
punishment itself. Previous researchon the effect of informalsanctions on
behavior has found them to be of greater significance than formal legal
sanctions (Akers et al.; Anderson et al.; Burkettand Jensen;Paternosteret
al.,b,c; Tittle,c). In a study cited by Zimring and Hawkins, Britishyouths
were asked to rank what they thought the most important consequences
of arrestto be. Tenpercent of them said that "the punishment I might get"
would be most importantwhile 68 percent referredto family/peerdifficulties and an additional22 percent said "the chances of losing my job."This
suggests that the fear of social reprobationor occupational reproval can
be a significant component of the message communicated by sanction
threats.5
The importance of maintaining a conceptual,distinction between
the formal and informal properties of sanction threats can be seen in a
recent study by Tittle (c). He employed both a measure of "interpersonal
severity"and a measure of "formalseverity."The first reflected "how upset" the respondent would be if others close to him were to know of the
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deviance, while the latter reflected "how upset" the respondent would be
if arrested and jailed. Tittle found that interpersonal loss of respect was
the best predictor of anticipated involvement in deviance and that with
this factor controlled, formal severity had virtually no effect.
Evidential Problem:TemporalOrdering of Variables
Recent critiques of the literature (Meier et al.; Minor and Harry; Paternoster et al.a,b; Saltzman et al.) have noted with reference to perceived
certaintythat the causal ordering of variablesin previous deterrence studies does not allow an unambiguous test of the deterrence hypothesis.
These critiqueshave shown that cross-sectionaldesigns which collect data
on past criminal involvement and currentperceptions of the certainty of
punishment measure an experiential(the influence of behavior on perceptions) rather than a deterrent effect. Inverse correlationsbetween reports
of prior behavior and current perceptions of certaintyreflect the fact that
those who have committed criminalacts in the past have for the most part
avoided detection and subsequently lower their estimates of the risks involved. The criticalassumption that researchersmust make is that perceptions measured after the occurrenceof some behavior are an accurateindicator of the person's perceptions before the acts were committed.6 The
assumption of perceptual stabilitybecomes less tenable, and confounding
of the deterrence hypothesis test more acute, when the measure of prior
behavior employed includes behavior committed at any time in the respondent's past.7
Tests of the severity hypothesis are not immune from this problem
of temporal ordering in cross-sectional research. Grasmick and Bryjak,
using adult respondents, asked them to report any involvement they ever
had in the past in eight criminal acts. Finding an inverse correlationbetween currentperceptions of severity and prior behavior, they interpreted
this finding as support for the deterrence doctrine. Grasmickand Bryjak's
data may instead tell us that those respondents who had committed illegal
acts in the past subsequently discovered that "nothing bad happened."
Those respondents without such experience, and therefore no personally
relevant knowledge, were perhaps less sanguine.8 Our suggestion that
their data more likely reflect an experientialeffect is given credence by the
fact that they asked their respondents about their involvement in eight
criminalacts everin their lives. This measure, then, would include both
very recent behavior and that which occurred in the distant past, long
before the measurement of perceptions.
Grasmick and Bryjak clearly recognized the problem of making
causal inferences about deterrent effects with cross-sectional data, and
note that they tested their hypotheses with both prior criminal involve-
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ment and estimated future involvement and found no substantive differences between the two sets of results. We agree with their assessment,
however, that the use of projected future involvement in crime is questionable and "might create as many problems as it solves" (488). The preferred solution is the use of longitudinal data where the effect of estimates
of the severity of punishment on later criminalinvolvement can be determined. In fact,>early in the history of perceptualdeterrenceresearchGibbs
strongly advised that ". . . there is only one defensible strategy for assessing the (deterrence) relation in question . . . the appropriate question be-

comes: what is the association between these perceptions and subsequent
criminalor delinquent acts" (b,209).
Evidential Problem: Misspecification of the Model
Grasmickand Bryjak'sevidence of a deterrenteffect for perceived severity
comes in the form of simple correlationand ordinaryleast-squaresregression coefficients. Their model of the social control process consists solely
of an equation involving two exogenous variables-the perceived certainty
and severity of punishment. Other potentially explanatory variablessuch
as informal sanctions, social controls, and strain, are excluded. With reference to our earlier observationon the overinclusiveness of Grasmickand
Bryjak'srefined measure of perceived severity, the exclusion of informal
sanctions could account for the observed inverse relationship between severity and criminalinvolvement. To illustrate, if a dependent variabley is
determined according to the model: y = BO+ BlXl + B2X2+ e, and if ordinary least-squaresis used to fit the model to sample data, the estimates Bi
and B2 are unbiased estimates of their respective parameters. If instead
the model y = BO+ BlXl + e' were fit, the effect of the omitted X2 is absorbed by e'. If in the correctlyspecified model X1 and X2 are correlated,
in the misspecified model X1 and e are correlatedand part of the effect of
X2 is incorrectly attributed to Xl. Moreover, the bias in the parameter
estimate does not disappear as the sample size grows larger. Only when
the omitted variableis uncorrelatedwith all of the included variablesdoes
this bias disappear. Since priorresearchhas shown that informalsanctions
are related to both formal sanctions and involvement in deviance, the
exclusion of perceived informal sanction threats and moral beliefs probably results in biased estimates for perceived certaintyand severity in their
deterrencemodel.
It would appear from this cursory review that Grasmickand Bryjak'sclaim that the perceived severity of punishment is an effective deterrent should be viewed with some caution. In view of the importance of
their work it is essential that their study be replicated, but replicated in
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such a way that the evidential problems will be corrected for. Such is the
intent of this research. In our replication, a refined measure of the perceived severity of punishment virtually identical to theirs will be employed. Our initial interest will be in the relationship between this refined
measure of severity and criminal behavior both prior and subsequent to
the measurement of those perceptions. In this way we can estimate both
an experiential(priorbehavior-perceptions) and a deterrent (perceptionssubsequent behavior) relationship. We will also examine the extent to
which the effect of perceived severity is dependent on the level of the
perceived certaintyof punishment. Finally, should an inverse relationship
be found between the refined measure of perceived severity and criminal
involvement (either additive or multiplicative),we will determine to what
extent this relationship is due to deterrence or another preventive effect
communicatedby formal sanction threats. This will be accomplished first
by partialling the zero-order correlationbetween perceived severity and
criminal behavior on measures of social and material sanctions. Second,
we will include perceived severity in a more fully specified model of the
deterrence/socialcontrol process.
Methods
Although we will try to replicateGrasmickand Bryjak'sstudy as closely as
possible, there are three important differences between their research and
our own. First, Grasmick and Bryjak'sdata-set comes from a sample of
adult respondents whereas we survey high school students. Second, they
employed eight offenses in the constructionof their scales while the present study includes both offense-specific scales comprising four items and
general substantive scales which are offense-neutral. Finally, the kinds of
offenses examined differ, reflecting the difference in the ages of our respective samples. Many of the offenses in the Grasmickand Bryjakstudy
are those more likely to be committed by adults (gambling, driving under
the influence, cheating on income tax returns) while the offenses examined in the present study are more representative of adolescent behavior
(petty theft, vandalism, drinking liquor under age, using marijuana).The
use of differentage samples in the two studies should present no substantial problemin comparing the results. Although it is a premise in juvenile
justice that children have limited capacity to make rational decisions, our
respondents are in their sophomore and junior years of high school. It can
be presumed that youths this age (15-17) possess sufficient rationality to
be able to assess the costs and benefits of their actions. The use of four
ratherthan eight offenses in the creation of offense-specific scales is of no
real consequence as long as it does not affect their reliabilities.Finally,the
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use of different offenses in testing deterrence hypotheses should also
present little difficulty since the literature has shown no consistent evidence that deterrenceworks best only for particularkinds of criminalacts.
SAMPLE

Our data come from a two-wave panel study of high school students.
During the fall school semester of 1981, questionnaireswere administered
to tenth grade students in nine high schools in a southeastern city. A
followup administrationtook place in the same schools during the fall of
1982. All questionnaireswere administeredin English classes with over 99
percent of attending students agreeing to participatein the study. There
were 1,375 students who completed a questionnaire at both times; with a
listwise deletion of missing data this was reduced to 1,173 respondents.
MEASURES OF VARIABLES

DelinquentInvolvement
Two measures of self-reported delinquent involvement were employed.
One was a measure of priordelinquentinvolvementand is similar to that
used by Grasmickand Bryjak.For this measure, respondents were asked
to estimate the number of times they had ever committed four illegal
acts-stealing or shoplifting something worth less than $10 (petty theft),
vandalism, drinking liquor under age, and using marijuana.This measure
was obtained at the first questionnaire administrationwhen the students
were beginning the tenth grade and reflects their delinquent involvement
in those four offenses up to that time. A measure of subsequentdelinquent
involvementwas also obtained. At the beginning of the eleventh grade,
respondents were asked to estimate how many times in the past year they
had committed each of the four offenses. This measure, then, reflects only
that behavior committed subsequent to the beginning of the tenth grade
(when their perceptions were measured) and up to the beginning of the
eleventh grade.
L their original study Grasmickand Bryjakcreated a criminal involvement scale by first dichotomizing their eight criminal involvement
items into those respondents who had never committed the offense and
those who had committed the offense at least once in the past. They then
created a scale by summing each Z-score. We chose to retain our measure
of delinquent involvement as frequencies. Since the resulting frequency
distribution did have some atypical outlying scores (particularlyfor the
drinkingand marijuanaitems), we first took as the respondent's score the
naturallog of the self-reportedfrequency of involvement for each offense
(afteradding a constant of one to each frequency).
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PerceivedCertaintyand theRefinedMeasureof PerceivedSeverity
Our measure of the perceivedcertaintyof punishment is similar to that
employed by Grasmickand Bryjakand other deterrence researchers. For
each of the four offenses, respondents were asked to estimate how likely it
is that they would be caught by the police. Five response options were
provided ranging from "very unlikely''to "very likely."A refined measure
of perceivedseverityidentical to that introduced by Grasmick and Bryjak
was created. For each of the four offenses respondents were asked, "Suppose you 'committed crime x' and you were caught by the police, taken to
court and then punished. How much of a problem would that punishment create for your life?"The provided response options were: "no problem at all," "hardlyany problem,""a little problem,""a big problem,"and
"a very big problem."
OtherConstructs
Our intention in this paper is to extend the initial work of Grasmickand
Bryjak on perceived severity by placing traditional deterrence variables
into a more complete model of the social control process. The social control literaturehas revealed other, informal inhibitors of criminal involvement, such as commitment to conventional goals and institutions, a belief
in the legitimacy of rules, affective attachments to conventional others,
and perceptions of social disapproval (Akers et al.; Anderson et al.; Arnold and Brungardt;Bishop; Burkett and Jensen; Hirschi; Kraut;Krohn
and Massey; Meier and Johnson; Meier et al.; Paternosteret al.,c; Tittle,
b,c). We have created composite scales measuring several of these inhibitory variables: school attachments,parentalsupervision,beliefs, educational
sanctions,sociallpeersanctions,occupationalsanctions,attachmentto parents,
friends'behavior.The specific items measuring each constructare presented
in the Appendix.
SCALE CONSTRUCTION

As in Grasmickand Bryjak'sprocedure, hypothesis tests were conducted
with composite scales of theoretical constructs rather than individual
items.9Identicalscale constructionprocedures were followed. We first performed a complete N-factor principalcomponents factor analysis for each
set of items. The last column of Table1 reports, for each composite scale,
the item loadings on the first factor.The magnitude of these item-to-factor
correlationsare all .40 or higher, with most being greater than .65. Generally, the loadings found for our items on comparableconstructsare greater
than those reported by Grasmickand Bryjakfor their scales. In addition,
the reliabilityestimate (Chronbach'salpha) for each composite scale is adequate and compares well with those found by Grasmickand Bryjak.From
this analysis of the measurement properties of our scales we feel safe in
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Table 1.

DESCRIPTIVE
DATAFOR COMPOSITESCALES(N= 1173)

Scale

No. of Scale
Items Mean

Scale
S.D.

Scale
Rel iability*

Factor Loadings for
First Factor

School

attachment

5

12.663

3.280

.66

.50

.67

2

5.833

1.842

.82

.83

.83

4
4

17.787
17.697

3.322
3.067

.85
.76

.87
.68

4

7.422

3.135

.79

4

5.189

3.373

4

10.946

4

.70

.42 .45

.82
.70

.76
.72

.68
.69

.82

.82

.68

.57

.87

.86

.89

.78

.68

3.016

.75

.72

.79

.67

.56

6.059

3.227

.81

.69

.74

.77

.75

8

43.547

5.460

.81

.65 .62 .59 .59 .56 .51 .65 .67

4

3.878

3.044

.75

.64

.70

.71

.70

4

2.577

2.718

.62

.74

.65

.43

.51

4

2.315

2.704

.69

.75

.71

.53

.56

Parents'

supervision
Perceived

severity
Belief
Educational

sanctions
Social

sanctions
Occupational

sanctions
Perceived

certainty
Attachment to

parents
Friends'

behavior
Subsequent

behavior
Prior

behavior.

Chronbach's alpha based on the composite

Z-score

scale.

assuming that each set of items represents a unidimensional scale, and
that our constructs have properties similar to those of Grasmick and
Bryjak.Finally, just as they did in their study, we created a final scale by
summing Z-scores.10
Findings
BIVARIATE RESULTS

The bivariatecorrelations among all variables are reported in Table2. Of
immediate interest is the inverse correlationbetween the refined measure
of perceived severity and subsequent delinquent involvement (r = -.19,
p<.OOl).This correlationreflects the relationship between perceptions of
the severity of punishment measured at one point in time and later delinquent behavior, and because it carefullycontrols for the temporal ordering
of variables it is the best specification of the bivariate deterrent effect.
Contraryto the conclusions of almost all previous deterrence studies, it
appears that perceived severity has both a negative and significant effect,
though slight, on subsequent involvement in minor forms of delinquent
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behavior. This is consistent with Grasmick and Bryjak'sconclusion on
both the utility of their refined severity measure and the deterrent effect of
perceived severity. This, however, must be tempered with the observation
that even with a refined operationalization perceived severity does not
have the strongest zero-order effect. Significantand stronger bivariateeffects on subsequent delinquent involvement are found for school attachment (-.24),
tions (-.24),

parental supervision (-.40), belief (-.43), educational sancsocial sanctions (-.38),
perceived certainty (-.27),
and

friends' behavior (.52). In fact, of eleven explanatoryvariables, perceived
severity has the third weakest bivariateeffect. Although our large sample
size makes it likely that the effect of perceived severity will be statistically
significant, it is certainlynot large in its substantive effect, nor in comparison with other predictors.
It is importantto compare our bivariateresults for the refined measure of perceived severity with those found by Grasmickand Bryjak.Recognizing the peril in comparing correlationcoefficients across studies we
shall instead compare simple unstandardized regression coefficients."
Grasmickand Bryjakdo not report the unstandardized regression coefficient between severity and criminal involvement for their full sample.12
We can, however, calculateit from the correlationcoefficient and variances
they report, and it is b = - .244.13 This is significantly larger than the
unstandardized beta we found when regressing our identical measure of
perceived severity on subsequentdelinquent involvement (b = - .156, tdiff
test = -2.94, p<.01).14 It would appear that we have not been successful

in replicatingthe magnitude of the effect for the refined measure of perceived severity found by Grasmickand Bryjak.It must be kept in mind,
however, that they examined the relationship between priorcriminal involvement and current perceptions of severity, and may have been measuring an experientialrather than a deterrent effect. When we placed the
variables in the same time order as Grasmick and Bryjak did, we were
successful in reproducing their results. Regressing prior delinquent involvement on the refined measure of perceived severity we found an effect not significantlydifferent from that reported by Grasmickand Bryjak
(b's = -.222 and -.244 respectively, tdiff= - .77, p>.05). We differ from
them in our interpretationof this effect, referring to an inverse relationship between priorbehavior and currentperceptions as reflectingan experiential effect. What we claim to be the true deterrent effect, the effect of
perceived severity on subsequent behavior (b = -.156) is significantly
weaker than the experientialeffect from both their study and our own. We
have replicated fairly accurately their experiential effect, but in refining
their analysis with two-wave data, we find a significantlysmaller deterrent
effect.
Our finding of a significant but only weak deterrent effect for the
refined measure of perceived severity may reflect the fact that we have
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AMONGALLSCALES
COEFFICIENTS
Table2. CORRELATION
(N=1173)

xi

x2

x3

x4

x

--

X2

--

x3

.27
.23

.24

--

x4

.30

.39

.32

X5

.22 .21 .39 .33

x6

.29
.17

X7
x8

.32
.13

.33
.36

x5

x6

.47
.54

--

x7

x8

x9 x1o x11 x12 x13

-.44
.23

.38

--

.26 .26 .20 .29 .26 .36 .17 -.32 .28 .21 .26 .11 .20 .14 .12 -x9
x -.27 -.41 -.25 -.51 -.28 -.52 -.17 -.40 -.19
x -.24 -.40 -.19 -.43 -.24 -.38 -.13 -.27 -.16
x 12 -28 -.43 -.27 -.57 -.30 -.45 -.18 -.31 -.21
x3-.16
XI =
X2 =
X3 =
X4 =
X =
5
X6 =
X7 =

-.24 -.09 -.04 -.11 -.14 -.12 -.18

--

.52
.65

-.67

.01 .16 .21 .16

school attachment
parents' supervision

X8 = perceived certainty
X9 = attachment to parents

perceived severity
belief

X = friends' behavior
X = subsequent behavior
X1 = prior behavior
X13 = sex (o=female, l=male)

educational sanctions
social sanctions
occupational sanctions

--

---

tested the wrong functional form of the deterrence model. As suggested
in a very early paper of Tittle (a,417) with aggregate data, Grasmickand
Bryjakargue that the appropriatetest for the deterrent effect of perceived
severity is one which allows for an interactionwith perceived certainty.15
Five previous perceptual studies have tested the interaction hypothesis
with mixed results. Two of these (Anderson et al.; Teevan,b)find support
for it while three (Baileyand Lott;Cohen; Teevan,d)do not. Grasmickand
Bryjaknote, however, that all of these tests have been flawed because they
employ an inadequate measure of perceived severity. With their refined
measure of severity they report evidence of a significant severity x certainty interactioneffect.
We attempted to replicatethis using identical statisticalprocedures.
The data are reported in Tables3 and 4. Table3 reports the results of a
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Table3.

REGRESSION
OF DELINQUENTINVOLVEMENT
ON PERCEIVED
CERTAINTYAND
SEVERITY
OF
PUNISHMENT(DETERRENCE
MODELS,N= 1173; EXPERI
ENTIALMODELS,N= 1173)

R2

Stand.
Error

t

Beta

-.204
-.117

.0239
.0232

-8.51***
-5.05***

-.242
-.143

-.187
-.112
-.001

.1192
.0415
.0064

-1.57
-2.71
-.14

-.222
-.138
-.022

-.226
-.179

.0231
.0224

-9.77***
-7.98***

-.270
-.220

7.337
-.212
.006

.1152
.0401
.0062

-2.92
-5.28
.98

-.402
-.260
.148

b

Models with Subsequent
Involvement
Delinquent
Additive Model:
Certainty
Severity
Interaction
Model:
Certainty
Severity
Certainty X severity
Models with Prior
Involvement
Delinquent
Additive Model:
Certainty
Severity
Interaction
Model:
Certainty
Severity
Certainty X severity

.092
.093

.144
.145

p<. 001

regression analysis for two functional forms of the deterrence model, an
additive and an interaction model. In the first, perceived severity and
certaintyare entered into the regression equation simultaneously, and the
estimated beta coefficients correspond to independent, additive effects. In
the interactionmodel a severity x certainty multiplicative term is added,
and the significance of this term is a test for interaction (Allison; Cohen
and Cohen). Additive and interaction models are estimated using both
subsequent and prior delinquent involvement.
Looking first at the data for subsequent delinquency (the deterrent
effect) the additive model reveals that both perceived severity and certainty have significant deterrent effects (b's = -.204,

-.117 respectively,

p's<.001), with perceived certaintyhaving a greatereffect than the refined
measure of perceived severity (betas = -.242,

-.143).

The interaction

model shows a nonsignificant multiplicative term for severity and certainty and does not support the hypothesis that the deterrent effect of
perceived severity is contingent upon the level of perceived certainty.
Our failureto replicateGrasmickand Bryjak'sinteractioneffect may
be due to the fact that we tested the interaction deterrence hypothesis
using subsequent behavior while they employed a measure of prior be-
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havior. We did conduct an identical analysis using prior delinquency and
report the findings in the bottom of Table3. The additive model shows
a significant and negative relationship between prior behavior and perceived severity and certainty (b = -.226; p<.001). Consistent with recent
studies on the experiential effect (Meier et al.; Minor and Harry; Paternoster et al.,c; Saltzman et al.) the data reported here suggest that those
who have committed delinquent offenses have lower estimates of the certainty of punishment than those without such experience. The results for
perceived severity reveal that the experiential process is more general in
its impact. There is also a significant inverse relationship between prior
behavior and estimates of the likely severity of punishment (b = -.179;
p<.001). The behaviorally experienced respondents also have lower estimates of the severity of punishment. This is consistent with a "reduction
in fear" hypothesis of criminal involvement (Paternoster et al.,c); most
people initially have overly pessimistic estimates of the risks they face in
rule breakingwhich eventually are downwardly adjusted when they begin
to commit offenses and discover that rules can usually be broken with
impunity.16

We also tested for the existence of an interactioneffect with severity
x certaintyand prior delinquency. This strategy provides an exact parallel
to Grasmick and Bryjak'sanalysis. We failed to replicate their finding.
They reported a significant negative interaction term in their regression
model with prior behavior while the one we report in Table3 is positive
though nonsignificant.
In further support of their claim that perceived severity works as a
more effective deterrent only at high levels of certainty, Grasmick and
Bryjakregressed prior criminalinvolvement on their refined severity measure within quartilecategories of perceived certainty.They found that the
relationship between severity and prior behavior was significant only in
the highest category of certainty while the relationship between prior behavior and perceived certaintywas significant and negative at all levels of
severity except the lowest. We replicated this procedure for the deterrence
and experientialmodel, but again failed to reproduce their results.
The deterrencemodel is reported in the top half of Table4. It shows
that, consistent with the results of our previous regression analysis, the
relationship between perceived severity and subsequent delinquent involvement is negative and significant across all categories of perceived
certainty.While the magnitude of the effect is not the same at all levels,
the strongest inverse relationship is found not at the highest level of certainty (b = -.086) but at the second to the lowest level (b = -.230). The

deterrent effect of perceived severity is, then, more general than Grasmick and Bryjakconcluded. The deterrent effect of perceived certainty is
equally general. At each level of perceived severity the effect of certainty
on subsequent delinquent involvement is negative and significant. Con-
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Table4.

REGRESSION
OF SUBSEQUENTDELINQUENTINVOLVEMENTANDPRIORDELINQUENT
INVOLVEMENT
ON ONE INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE
WITHINQUARTILESOF THE OTHERINDEPENDENT
VARIABLE

Dependent
Variable

N

Categories

b

r

Subsequent
Severity

Certainty

Certainty

t

Involvement

Quartiles
of
Certaint
4 (highest)
3
2
1 (lowest)

292
329
230
322

-.13
-.15
- .23
-.13

-.086
-.131
- .230
- .096

.0397
.0486
.0653
.0405

-2.18*
-2.70**
-3.52***
-2.38**

of
Quartiles
Severi ty
4 (highest)
3
2
1 (lowest)

415
197
235
326

-.30
-.27
-.12
-.25

-.208
-.207
-.109
-.261

.Q328
.0524
.0611
.0570

-6.36***
-3.95***
-1.78*
-4.57***

Prior
Sev

Stand.
Error

Involvement

of
Quartiles
Certainty
4 (highest)

292

-.22

-.136

.0351

-3.89***

3
2

329
230

-.21
-.21

-.180
-.176

.0467
.0548

-3.84***
-3.22**

1 (lowest)

322

- .25

-.201

.0436

-4.62***

415
197
235
326

-.28
- .38
- .28
-.26

-.172
- .275
- .256
-.293

.0296
.0478
.0569
.0602

-5.83***
-5.76***
-4.49'**
-4.87***

Quartiles

of

SeveritYt

4 highest)
3
2
I (lowest)
p<.05

p<.01

p<.001

trary to the credibilityhypothesis, the deterrent effect for perceived certainty is strongest at the lowest level of perceived severity (b = -.261)
and is of equivalentmagnitude at two of the next three levels (b's = - .207,
-

.208).

As a parallelto what Grasmickand Bryjakhad done we conducted
an analysis identical to this on prior delinquent involvement. The data are
reported at the bottom of Table4. Consistent with our earlier results, although contrary to those reported by Grasmick and Bryjak, there is no
evidence of an interactioneffect. There is a negative and significant relationship between prior behavior and perceived severity at each level of
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certainty,and a significant effect of prior behavior on perceived certainty
within each level of severity.
MULTIVARIATE RESULTS

Our analysis consistently shows a noncontingent negative relationshipbetween the refined measure of perceived severity and subsequent delinquent involvement. Up to this point this inverse relationship has been
referred to as a deterrenteffect. Although the proper time sequencing of
the variablesallows us to speak with some confidence that this association
reflects the influence of perceived severity on delinquent involvement, it
is not clear that this reflects a purely deterrent causal influence. The observed negative relationship may be due to the threat posed by formal
sanctions or the fear of nonlegal/informalpunishment.
Column 1 of Table5 reports the zero-ordercorrelationbetween the
refined measure of perceived severity and subsequent criminal involvement (r = -.19). Columns 2-5 in Table 5 report the partial correlation
when three sources of informalpunishments for these high school respondents are controlled: (1) fear of social sanctions, (2) fear of subsequent
educational liabilities, and (3) fear of subsequent occupationalcosts. (The
items measuring these constructs are provided in the Appendix.) Overall,
the data in Table5 show quite clearly that much of the "deterrent"effect
for the Grasmickand Bryjakoperationalizationof perceived severity can
be attributedto informalratherthan formalpunishment. Column 2 shows
that when fear of incurringan educational cost is considered, the correlation between the refined measure of perceived severity and subsequent
delinquency declines from - .19 to - .11. When possible reprobationfrom
peers is separatelycontrolled, the correlationbetween severity and delinquency becomes negligible, r = -.07. The zero-ordercorrelationis virtually unchanged when possible occupational sanctions are controlled (r =
-.16). It may be that occupationalliabilities are too remote to be considered a salient cost by these high school students, most of whom expect to
enter college rather than the job market after graduation. Column 5 of
Table5 shows that when social and educational costs are simultaneously
controlled the correlationbetween the refined severity measure and subsequent delinquency diminishes from -.19 to -.05.

Although the preceding analysis suggests that perceived severity,
even when operationalized in a more "refined"manner, may have little
deterrent effect once informal costs are controlled, it says little about the
effect that formaland informalcontrols may have in a more fully specified
model of social control. Such a model was constructedand estimated, and
the results are reported in Table 6. This model includes the refined severity measure, a measure of perceived severity, and sources of informal
controlfound in other studies to be importantinhibitorsof delinquent and
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Table5.

ZERO-ORDER
AND PARTIALCORRELATION
COEFFICIENTS
BETWEEN
PERCEIVED
SEVERITY
AND SUBSEQUENTANDPRIORDELINQUENT
INVOLVEMENT
(N= 1173)

Subsequent
Behavior
(1) Zero-order
correlation

First-Order

-.

Partials

(2) Educational
sanctions
(3) Social
sanctions
(4) Occupational
sanctions

-.

11**

- . 07**
-.

Second-Order Partials
& social
(5) Educational
sanctions
& occupational
(6) Educational
sanctions
(7) Social & occupational
sanctions

-

Third-Order Partials
Educational , occupational
sanctions
& social

-.07**

.1.~

p<.05

-.05*
-.

08**

~~~~~~~~~~~
.1
p<.Ol!

p<.OQ1

criminal conduct. These other sources of social control include: school
attachments;parental supervision; moral beliefs; our earlier measures of
occupational, educational, and social sanctions; attachment to parents;
and friends' behavior (Akers et al.; Anderson et al.; Burkettand Jensen;
Hirschi; Kraut; Krohn and Massey; Meier and Johnson; Paternoster et
al.,c; Wiatrowskiet al.). Two separate models were estimated; one includes only additive effects for perceived severity and certainty while the
second includes only a severity x certainty interaction term. Since we
are examiningthe deterrence/socialcontrol process the measure of subsequent delinquent behavior will be used.
The results for the additive deterrent effects model are striking.
Significanteffects on subsequent delinquent behavior are found only for
informalsources of social control (and sex). The effect of perceived certaintyon delinquency is negative, consistent with the deterrencedoctrine,
but is negligible and non-significant (b = -.007, p>.05). Moreover, once
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Table 6. STANDARDIZED
AND UNSTANDARDIZED
REGRESSION
COEFFICIENTS
FORVARIABLES
AFFECTING
SUBSEQUENT
INVOLVEMENT
IN DELINQUENCY
(N= 1173)
Additive
b

Stand.
Error

-.024

.0221

-.220

.0413

Model

Interaction

Model

Beta

b

Stand.
Error

-1.10

-.029

-.024

.0221

-.109

-.029

-5.33***

-.149

-.219

.0413

-5.30***

-.148

t

t

Beta

School

attachment
Parents'

supervision
Perceived
severity

Belief

.018

.0222

.81

-.149

.0266

-5.60**-

-.168

-.146

.0265

-5.51***

-.165

-.039

.0266

-1.47

-.045

-.036

.0264

-1.36

-.041

-.070

.0254

-2.76**

-.087

-.070

.0254

-2.76**

-.086

.042

.0262

1.60

.047

.045

.0258

1.74*

.050

.0226

-.31

-.008

.001

.0130

.08

.001

.002

.0129

.268
.549

.0280
.1358

.300
.101

.269
.550

.0280
.1011

9.61***
5.44***

--

--

-.0001

.0012

-.08

.021

--

--

--

Educational

sanctions
Social

sanctions
Occupational

sanctions
Perceived
certainty
Attachment

-.007

to parents

--

--

.16

.003

Friends'

behavior
Sex
Certainty
severity

.301
.136

X
--

R2 = .35
p<.Ol

9.57;**
4.04-**

--

-.003

R2 = .35
p<.Ol

p<.OOl

other inhibitory factors are controlled, the effect of the refined measure of
perceived severity is positive,though again negligible and nonsignificant (b
= .018, p>.05). In this group of respondents, those factors most strongly
related to involvement in delinquency are: friends' behavior (beta = .300),
beliefs (beta = -.168),

and parental supervision (beta = -.149).

When

the interactionmodel is examined, the multiplicativeterm for the interaction between perceived severity and certaintyhas no effect on subsequent
delinquency (b = -.0001). Most of the other parameterestimates in this
model are unchanged from the additive effects model.
Conclusions: The Role of Legal Sanctions in Social Control
The results of this regression analysis are at striking odds with the findings in Grasmick and Bryjak'sstudy. We find that social confrol works
primarilythrough informal processes; and that once these are controlled,
perceptions of the severity and certaintyof punishment have no effect on
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delinquent behavior. Our findings on the centrality of informal controls
are consistent with other research. In similar multivariate analyses of
the deterrence process Tittle (b,c), Meier and Johnson, and Meier et al.
found that peer behavior, moral beliefs, and social disapprovalwere more
strongly related to criminal behavior than the fear of formal sanctions.
Our study, which provides a more convincing time ordering of social control and behavior variables, offers even stronger evidence of this. More
generally, our findings of inhibitoryeffects of parental supervision, moral
beliefs, social sanctions, and conventional peers offer direct confirmation
of social control theory (Arnold and Brungardt;Hirschi).
We are forced, therefore, to take strong exception to the conclusion
offered by Grasmickand Bryjakthat "perceived severity of punishment if
arrestedis a significantvariablein the social control process" (486). Rather,
we are in complete agreement with Tittle that "social control as a general
process seems to be rooted almost completely in informal sanctioning.
Perceptionsof formal sanction probabilitiesor severities do not appear to
have much of an effect, and those effects that are evident turn out to be
dependent upon perceptions of informal sanctions" (c,241). It is clear,
however, that formal sanction threats are not important in any immediate
or direct sense. It may now be incumbent on deterrence theorists and
researchersto consider the development and testing of models of informal
social control.
An important caveat must be entered at this point, however. Our
analyses do not lead us to the conclusion that the severity of formal legal
punishment plays no role in social control. Our data suggest only the
more narrowconclusion that perceived severity has no directand immediate
effect on the commission of minoroffenses. It is still reasonable to believe
that the threat of legal sanctions plays some role in shaping conforming
conduct. First, legal sanctions may have a long-term effect on conformity
by strengthening the moral beliefs surrounding an act (Gibbs,b; Scott).
Second, as revealed by Tittle's research (b,c) and our own, formal punishment may induce conformity by triggering more effective, informal
mechanisms of social control. Most importantly,however, theoretical and
policy concerns about the effect of formal legal sanctions are directed at
more serious kinds of acts and not the trivial ones examined in this and
most of the perceptual deterrenceliterature.The self-reportitems in Grasmick and Bryjak'soriginal study, in our own replication, and in all previous studies measure only minor forms of deviance (petty theft, gambling, littering, drinking under age, drug use). Neither our data nor that
found in any other perceptual -deterrencestudy say anything about the
deterrabilityof seriouspatternedlaw violation through the threat of criminal
sanctions. The failure to find a deterrent effect for perceived severity and
certaintymay only apply to these minor offenses where both the detectability of the act is low and the possible punishments are light. More seri-
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ous offenses and those which more clearly involve rationalpremeditation
(breakingand entering for theft, convenience store robbery,narcotic trafficking) may be more responsive to sanction threats than the kinds of
offenses traditionallylooked at by perceptual deterrence researchers.The
generalizabilityof the findings from this body of research is, therefore,
severely limited, and deterrenceresearcherswould be well-served to con*sidermore serious, calculativeoffenses in their studies.
Notes
1. An excellentreview and analysis of the aggregatelevel and early perceptuallevel research
can be found in Gibbs (b). Reviews of later perceptual studies are provided by Tittle (c),
Meieret al., and Paternosteret al. (a,b).
2. Unlike perceived certainty(Paternosteret al.,b), the perceived severity of punishment has
been measuredin about as many differentways as there are tests of the severity hypothesis.
Among the operationalizationsof perceived severity are the following: "what do you think
would happen to you if you were caught by the police committing the following crimes?"
with response options ranging on a 5-point continuum from "released by police without
arrest"to "convictionand a prison sentence"(Baileyand Lott);"forthose Canadianscaught
by the police what is their usual punishment?"with response options "nothing,""informal
handling,""fine,""probationor suspended sentence,""jail"(Teevan,c);"couldyou estimate
the maximumprison penalty in Floridafor illegal possession of marijuana-first offense?"
(Andersonet al.; Waldoand Chiricos);"how severe are the courts in this communityfor this
offense?"(Meierand Johnson);"beforeyou smoked marijuana(or if you never have smoked
it) what do you think the punishment would be if you were caught?"with response options
ranging on a 4-point continuum from "very severe" to "nothing"(Teevan,c).Others have
asked respondents to estimate the probabilitythat they would receive some specified punishment (Grasmickand Appleton). Tittle (c) asked his respondents to estimate the probability that they would be arrestedand jailed for several offenses. Krautcreateda seriousness
index by asking respondents to estimate the likelihoodof eleven consequenceshappening to
them if they were caught shoplifting. Grasmickand Bryjakprovide an excellent criticalreview of these diverse operationalizationstrategies.
3. Tittlereportsa significantinverse relationshipbetween his measure of formalpunishment
severityand anticipatedfuture involvement in variouscriminalacts. In a multivariateanalysis, however, he found that the direct effect of the fear of formal sanctions was slight and
almost completelydependent upon the deterrentpower of informalsanctions.
4. In the early years of perceptualdeterrenceresearch(1972-74)there were several tests of
the severityhypothesis, all but two of which failed to find any evidence of a deterrenteffect.
Since about the mid-1970sdeterrenceresearchershave no longer included perceived severity
in their analyses of the deterrenceprocess. In 1978, in the introductionto their comprehensive analysis of delinquency and perceived risk, Jensen et al. noted that: "Given doubts
about the importanceof the severity and celerity of punishments, there is justificationfor
focusing deterrenceresearchon the perceived
certaintyof punishment."
5. We noted earlierthat both Krautand Teevan(c) reporteda significantinverse relationship
between perceived severity and self-reportedbehavior. Kraut found this relationship for
shopliftingwhile Teevanreportedone for both marijuanause and shoplifting. These are the
only two published studies prior to Grasmickand Bryjak'sto report a significantnegative
associationbetween severity and criminalbehavior.In examining the operationaldefinition
of perceived severity employed in these two earlier studies we find that they too may be
overinclusive,combiningelements of both formaland informalsanctions.
Kraut'sseverity measureis an 11-itemindex of "seriousconsequences"which includes
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the fear of arrest, the fear of conviction and jail, as well as "having parents notified,"and
"harmingcareer opportunities"(361). It is clear that the first two costs reflect the formal
dimension of sanction threats while the latter two the threat of nonlegal penalties. The
formaland informalelements of sanction threatsmay have distinct effects. Since both components are combinedinto a single index, however, these effects are confoundedand there is
no way to determineif the reportedinverse relationshipfound for this measureis due to the
fear of formal sanction threats (deterrence), the fear of social censure (stigmatization)or
both.
Teevan(c) operationalizedperceived severity by asking his respondents what they
thought the penalty would be if they were caught. The response options provided were,
"verysevere,""not so bad,""nothingto worryabout,"and "nothing."Teevan'srespondents
could reportthat the penalty they would receive would be "verysevere"either because they
would find the penalty itself painful (a large fine or jail time) or because they fear the possible social reactionto their apprehension.
Grasmickand Bryjakare criticalof Kraut'smeasurebut note that Teevan's"is perhaps
the only valid indicatorof perceived severity in past research"(476). Because they confound
formaland informalsanctionswe find both types lackingin precision.
6. Silbermanclearly describes the criticalflaw of cross-sectionaldeterrence research:"Respondents are asked at a given point in time what their current beliefs are regarding the
efficacyof the law enforcementprocess and then asked to reporttheirpast criminalbehavior.
In orderto assert that these beliefs affect the individual'sbehavior,we must assume a degree
of stabilityin those beliefs. However,it is equallyreasonableto assume that the respondent's
currentbeliefsare a productof past behavior,particularlyif he has committedan offense and
was not caught. Are we really testing deterrencetheory?Or are we measuringthe effects of
past experiences on current beliefs regarding the certaintyand severity of punishment?"
(444).

7. Grasmickand Bryjak'smeasure of priorcriminalbehavioris a good example of this problem in cross-sectionaldeterrence research. They asked a sample of adult respondents to
provide estimates of the certaintyand severity of punishment which they perceive at that
currentmoment. These respondents were also asked to estimate the number of times they
had committedeach offense at any time everin their life, either as an adult or an adolescent.
These self-reportedbehaviors could have occurred5, 10, 15 or more years in the past. In
order to validlyassert that the inverse relationshipthey report between perceived severity
and criminalbehaviorreflectsthe causal influence of perceptionson behaviorGrasmickand
Bryjakmust assume that the perceptionswhich they measured at the time of their study are
an accurateindicatorof those perceptionswhich existed before the behavior.Recent studies
(Minor and Harry;Paternosteret al.,b) have found that perceptions are not particularly
stable over even such short intervalsas six months. It is doubtful if perceptions are stable
over such long periods as are required by an "ever in the past" measure of self-reported
behaviorin some deterrencestudies.
8. The only other perceptualdeterrencestudies to find a significantinverse effect for perceived severity, Kraut,and Teevan(c), are also beset with this problem of temporalorder.
Krautused a measureof perceived severity similarto that employed by Grasmickand Bryjak
(see note 4) and a shoplifting index which combined items measuring the respondent'sinvolvement in shoplifting in the past year and everin the past, and the recency of the last
shopliftingoffense. Teevan'sresearchindicatesa greatersensitivity to the problemof temporal order than Kraut's.His measure of criminalbehavior does not include all past offenses.
He asked his respondents to report the number of times they had used marijuanaor
shoplifted in the past threeyears.This still presents a problem of temporal order, however,
albeitless severe, since the intended dependent variablemeasures behaviorwhich occurred
before the measurementof perceptions.Noting that deviant behaviorcommittedin the past
may influence one's currentassessment of the personal risks and costs of such behavior,
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Teevanasked his respondents to estimate the certaintyand severityof punishment beforethey
committedthem. Teevanthus attempted to create the effect of a panel design by asking a set
of retrospectiveperceptualquestions, assuming that his respondents could accuratelyrecall
what their perceptionswere as long as three years ago.
Grasmickand Bryjak(unreporteddata)and Tittle(b,c) attemptedto solve the problem
of temporal order by asking prospective behavioral questions-"would you commit these
acts in the future?"and correlatingthese estimates with currentperceptions. Although these
are laudableattempts to deal with the problemof temporalorderingin perceptualdeterrence
research, the validityof retrospectiveperceptualquestions and prospective behavioralones
is unknown and the least confounding solution is the use of panel data.
9. Silberman provides a theoretical rationale for this measurement strategy. Drawing on
George HerbertMead, Silbermannotes that the "self" is organized around a set of societal
rules and regulations rather than specific prohibitions(455-6). In this view, the individual
has a generalized perception of morality and a generalized understanding of the reaction
(both legal and social) to rule breaking. Such generalized perceptions are presumed to be a
greater deterrent than the fear of punishment for particularacts. It is in large part due to
Silberman'slead that many recent deterrenceresearchershave employed composite scales
ratherthan offense-specificitems in their analyses.
10. Eachcomposite scale was rescaled.Foreach item included in the scale the lowest score in
the frequencydistributionwas added to each respondent'sscore. Everyvariable,then, had a
low score of zero and no negative values.
11. In the original analysis of Grasmickand Bryjakand our own replication, parametric
statistics(Pearsoncorrelationsand ordinaryleast-squaresregression)are applied to noninterval, nonnormallydistributeddata. Most of the controlvariablescales are comprisedof Likertformatitems and the measures of delinquent involvement are skewed. Ratherthan treating
the data as purely ordinal, nonnormallydistributeddata and applying nonparametrictests
we applied a linear equidistantscoring system to each ordinalitem and employed the items'
parametriccounterparts.In a contributionto the long and controversialhistory of the issue
of using interval-basedstatistics on ordinal data, Labovitzhas shown that "treatingordinal
data (which mayor maynotbe approximatelyinterval)as intervaldata by arbitrarilyassigning
numbersto the ordinalcategoriescan be both legitimateand useful" (a,153).This conclusion
is based on his finding that arbitrary(randomlygenerated)scoring systems yield only small
errorswhen comparedto any other scoringsystem consideredto be the "true"one. In monte
carlosimulationshe found that reasonablechanges in the scale of a set of items did not affect
the sample correlationsto an appreciabledegree, and that if a linear equidistant scoring
system is used the erroris particularlyminimal. In Labovitz's(a,b) analyses the treating of
ordinal data as if intervalpresented few problems as long as extreme exponential distributions of the variableswere avoided (i.e., if the scoringmetricwas reduced to a dichotomy).In
a more recent examinationof the issue, Kim concluded that using ordinal data in regression
analysis was preferableto nonparametricstrategiessuch as using the matrixof Kendalltaus
in the regression procedure. Consistent with Labovitz'sfindings, Kim reported that the errors introducedinto parametricstatisticsby errorsin measurementmay not be substantial.
12. In Grasmickand Bryjak'sfull sample analysis they regressed criminalinvolvement on
both perceived severity and certainty.They report, then, the partial regression coefficient
between perceived severity and criminalinvolvement controllingfor perceived certainty(see
their Table4). They also report the results of a bivariateregressionanalysis between criminal
involvement and perceived severity (see their Table5). This regression is done within quartile categoriesof perceived certainty,however, and not for the full sample of respondents.
13. Grasmickand Bryjakreportthe varianceof their criminalinvolvement scale as 28.07 and
the varianceof their refined severity scale as 34.39 (482). Reportinga bivariatecorrelation
coefficient of r = -.27 between severity and criminalinvolvement we have: r = cov xy /
multiplyingboth sides by the denomi[(varx)(vary) /or - .27 = cov xy / [(28.07)(34.39)]1?;
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nator we then have -.27 x [(28.07)(34.39)1?
2 = covariancexy, so that covariancexy =
- 8.3888.Since the formulafor a bivariateregressioncoefficientis equal to the following;b =
cov xy / var x we have b = - 8.3888 / 34.39, or b = -.244.

14. A significancetest for the equalityof two regressioncoefficientsacross samples (a test for
equal slopes) is found in Kleinbaum and Kupper. Visher (25) provides a computational
formula:
t

=

b1b2/ [SE2 (nl-k-1)
where:

+ SE2 (n2-k-1)/N-k-1J1"

bl = unstandardizedcoefficientfor group 1
b2 = unstandardizedcoefficientfor group 2
SE1 = standarderrorfor group 1
SE2 = standarderrorfor group 2
nl = sample size for group 1
n2 = sample size for group 2
N

=

combined sample size

k = numberof explanatoryvariables
15. The extension of the "credibilityhypothesis," that severity of punishment is only an
effective deterrentwhen made credible by high certainty,to perceptual level analyses was
made by Teevap(a) in a very early paper. In this review of the first perceptuallevel studies,
Teevansuggests an interactionhypothesis: "The relationship between severity of punishment and offenses should be found only for those who perceive a level of certainty high
enough to make severity salient"(150).
16. The experientialeffect of priorconduct on the perceivedcertaintyand severityof punishment precisely describes the process that Matza refers to as "managing the apprehensive
component"of delinquency.In his theory of drift and delinquencyMatzanotes that the will
to repeatdelinquentacts requirespreparation.One element of preparationis the behavioral
component, the expectation that one might not possess sufficient behavior/motorskills to
repeatold infractions.The second, and more importantelement of preparation,is the apprehensive component, the expectation that one may be caught and punished for one's infractions. Both the behavioral and apprehensive components must be overcome before additional infractionsare undertaken. Matza states that since most delinquent activity requires
only a modicum of ability most adolescents are behaviorallyprepared for additional delinquency.Overcomingthe apprehensivecomponent is not so easily achieved, however. It may
be accomplishedin two ways: (1) there may be a stock of subculturalbeliefs about the inefficiency of law enforcementefforts, and (2) one may learn through personal experience that
the juvenilejustice system is ineffective at catchingrule-breakersand applies sanctions as a
last resort. Obtainingexperience in rule breaking can contribute to both of these sources.
One's own history of frequent infractionsand infrequentapprehensions may graduallybecome part of the folkloreof law enforcementincompetence shared by self and others. More
directly,throughexperienceone has immediateand salient verificationof that folklore. One
learns that detection and punishment for infractionsare both sporadicand trivial,and that,
therefore,the possibilityand consequences of formalreactioncan be discounted.

Appendix. List of Other Social Control Variables
1. SchoolAttachments
A 5-item offense-neutralscale measuring the affective bond between the respondent and
school. Items include respondents'belief that they could go to a teacherfor personal advice,
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the degree to which they liked the teachersin their school, if they thought that their teachers
understood them, if they thought that their teachers'approvalwas important,if they wanted
to be the kind of person their favoriteteacherwas.

2. Parental Supervision
A 2-item offense-neutralscale measuringthe extent to which the respondent'sparentsknew:
(a) where the respondent was, and (b) whom they were with when they were away from
home.

3. Moral Beliefs
A 4-item offense-specificscale measuring"how wrong"the respondent thought it was to: (a)
shoplift or steal, (b) vandalize, (c) drink liquorunder age, and (d) use marijuana.

4. Educational Sanctions
A 4-item offense-specific measure. Respondents estimated on a 3-point continuum how
much their chances of getting a good education would be hurt if they were arrestedfor: (a)
shopliftingor stealing, (b) vandalism,(c) drinkingliquorunder age, and (d) using marijuana.
5. Social/Peer Sanctions
A 4-item offense-specificmeasure similarin format to EducationalSanctions measure. Respondents estimated how much their chances of having good friends would be hurt if they
were arrestedfor each of the four offenses.

6. Occupational Sanctions
A 4-item offense-specificmeasure. Similarin format to Educationaland Social Sanctions.
Respondentsestimated how much their chances of getting a good job would be hurt if they
were arrestedfor four offenses.

7. Attachment to Parents
This is an offense-neutralscale measuringthe affectivebond between the respondentand his
or her parents.Fourquestions each were asked of the motherand the father,which included
how close the respondent felt to each parent, if the respondent wanted to be the kind of
person his or her mother and fatherwere, if the mother'sand father'sapprovalmatteredto
the respondent, and if the respondent felt able to talk to each parent if he or she had a
problemand needed help.
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8. Friends' Behavior
A 4-itemoffense-specificscale. Respondentsestimatedon a four point continuumhow many
of their friends: (a) shoplifted or stole, (b) vandalized, (c) drank liquor under age, and (d)
used marijuana.
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